
MARION COUNTY FISH & GAME ASSOCIATION 
 

RELEASE AND INDEMNIFICATION 

A member of Marion County Fish & Game Association (“MCF&G”), or a guest of such a member, 

executes this Release and represents as the condition of use of any MCF&G facilities. 

 

1. He or she has read the current Range Rules of MCF&G and agrees to abide by all of them. 

 

2. He or she understands that firearms use is inherently hazardous, which hazard can be reduced, but not 

eliminated, by strict adherence to the following rules: 

 

Four Basic Rules of Firearm Safety 
 

1. Treat every gun as if it were loaded. 

 

2. Never let the muzzle cover anything you are not willing to destroy. 

 

3. Keep your finger of the trigger until your sights are on the target. 

 

4. Be sure of your target and what is beyond it. 
 

Accordingly, and as a specific condition of using MCF&G facilities, the member agrees to: 

 

RELEASE and HOLD HARMLESS the MCF&G Association, its officers and members for any and all 

damages, and injuries, including death, which he or she may suffer while using these facilities regardless of the 

manner or means of such damage, injury or death. As a further condition of use, the undersigned agrees to 

INDEMNIFY and HOLD HARMLESS the MFC&G Association, its officers and members for any loss, 

financial or otherwise, which either it or they might suffer as a result of any damage, injury or death to the 

undersigned, or to any third party harmed by an action or inaction of the undersigned. 

 

The club grounds are under continuous video surveillance. The purpose of this filming is to deter 

vandalism, and to protect club grounds and facilities. By using these facilities, members and their guests 

agree to such filming, and to the review of resulting images by MCF&G officers and their delegates, and, if 

deemed necessary, law enforcement officials. 


